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~eginnerls Guide to PROCSY

This lIBeginnerls Guide to PROCSYll. presents an annotated example of the

use of the Purdue ~emote On~Line £onsole System, (PROCSY) which is the terminal

system provided by the Purdue University Computi.ng Center. It is assumed that

the reader is famili~r with the fundamentals of using the CDC 6500-6~OO system

at Purdue and already has some knowledge of FORTRAN and Control Cards.

No knowledge of PROCSY or remote terminals is assumed. The reader who is

trying to learn to use PROCSY is urged to work through the provided example and

then to refer to other reference materials mentioned here.

In the examples that follow, the characters that the person using the

terminal types are underlined. The tenninal types out the rest. To correct

a typing mistake, the special character, 1%1, acts as a backspace. For each

1%1 key typed, one space is erased. To erase an entire line, the 'RUBOUT I key

is typed. After an entire line is correctly typed, type a IRETURN I , just as on

an electrIc typewriter.

To start a session at the terminal, first rock the power switch at the

right to ON. Check the IONLINE-OFF I switch is turned to ION LINE I . To log

on to ~he system, press the iCTRL' key, and while it Is down, type the IB I key.

After a few seconds, the terminal will type some information as in line I

(see example).

I TCB LOn 13.32.06. 03/21/75. FULL DUPLEX
2 ACCOUNT1 77208
3 USER ID7 QUH
4 PASSWORD7
5 SYSTEH7
6 PIRATE VER. 4.60

Then the terminal types IACCOUNT?I and you type your account number and hit a

carriage return. The same happens with your three Tetter 10 and password, except

that when you type your password, the terminal doesn't actually type out the

characters. When the terminal types out I SYSTEM? I , as in line 5, if you want

PIRATE, which is used to run a typical job, simply hit a carriage return. The

terminal types out line 6 and then 1+++1, the prompt for your command (discussed

later.) The transmission mode (In the example FULL-DUPLEX) is described in

PUCC document LO-PROCSY. The mode can be toggled between HALF-DUPLEX and FULL

DUPLEX by typing the CTRL-B keys durIng the log on.
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If you need information about a command~ type
-

+++HELP, keyword

after a command prompt. putting the command's name in as the keyword. The

terminal then prints out some useful information about the command.

At the end of a session at the terminal, type

+++LOG

to log-off. The terminal will print the cost of the session. Then turn the

terminal off.

+++LOG
TCB LI30 09.52.17. 04/16/75.
ESTIMATED SESSION COST $ .29
PLEASE TURN OFF TERMINAL. TNX.

CREATING A FILE

In this example a local file wlTl be created. This example is a complete

FORTRAN program with several errors which will be fixed in the EDIT segment of

this document. It is pOSSIble, however, to edit as one goes along in the

creation of a file. ThJs is simply done by typing HSTOP or US. This ends the

file creation. The following example contains errors which will be corrected.

I +++CREATE
2 FILE NAME? TEST
3 ENTER FILE IITESTl'

4 TYPE #STOP TO TERMINATE INPUT
5 1.000=77208,QUH.
6 2.000-PASS~ZIP. *see below*
7 3.000-MNF.
8 4.000=3EOR
9 5.000=----- IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)

10 6.000""'" READ,A,B,C
II 7.000- SUM-A+B~C
12 8.000- AVE-SUM/3
I) 9.000- PRINT 10.A.B.C,SUM.AVE 0'

14 10.000-10 FORMAT(JX. 'FOR TME FOLLOIW%%WING 3 NUMBERS' .314,/ ,IX,
15 11.000= * 'THE SUM IS'. 14,' THE AVERAGE IS' ,149%)
16 12.000- STOP
17 13.000 END
18 14.000=3%#~OR
19 15.000-10 •• 22
20 16.000=#STOP

* Currently. this PASS card should be omitted.
1 i nes 1-2: CREATE is a command used to create a 1oca 1 f i 1e. I f no f i 1ename

is specified as in this example, 'filename ' is typed back to you as in line 2.
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The filename is now TEST. The filename may have a maximum of 7 alphanumeric

cti-a-racters"; -the- fir-st must be alphabetic.

lines 3-4: mess~ges wrltten by the terminal.

lines 5-7.: We are now ready to create_our file. 11.000=1 is typed out. Start

typing out the control cards and then proceed on into your program. Notice that

this Is simi Jar to creating a program on a key punch.

line 8: #EOR is the way to write a 7/8/9 end-af-record card. However, in this

program the # was mispunched as a 3. Note this will be corrected later.

1ines 11-12: Semicolon wi 11 be corrected later in EDIT to a 1+1, and the

I_I to an 1=1 in 8.000.

line 14: The %key was typed twice in 'folloiw%%' to erase the last two

characters. It now reads'follcl'and may be finished as shown.

line 19: data cards are typed after the #EOR.

line 20: HSTOP terminates FILE CREATION.

EDITING A FILE

After looking back at the program we have written, we see there are some

errors J so we use the ED IT command. (see examp le).

I +++EDIT
2 H2D
3 H4R
4 4.DDO=HlQ.!l.
5 HE.
6 7.000=
7 H8R
8 8.000-
9 Hill

10 11.000=
II 11.000= *12 H4.51
13 ---'.500.C
14 4.51O-C
15 4.510 C
16 4.520=C
17 4. 530=!L
18 HS

+++

SUM=A+B+C

AVE=SUM!3

'THE SUM 151 ,14. ITHE AVERAGE 151 .14)

TMIS PROGRAM READS THREE NUMBERS FROM THE DATA AND
COMPUTES THE SUM AAND%%%ND ME%%VERAGE
COMPUTES THE SUM AND AVERAGE OF THEM. THE NUMBERS
AND THEIR SUM AND ME%%AVERAGE ARE THEN PRINTED.
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To begin EDITi.n-g. type EDIT, Ilfilenamell
, where IIfilename" is the name of the

fi"le' to be editeo; if"we referre"d to lIfilename" in the previous PIRATE command,

then we can leave off the Ilfilenamell , as on line 1, PIRATE responds with a 11#11,

which indicates that it is ready to accept ED[T commands. (PIRATE is said to

be in "EDITffibclell .) First, we note that a- password card is unnecessary in a

program submitted from the terminal, so we DELETE line 2 of the program file

by typing 20. PIRATE takes care of the deletion, then responds with another

11#11. Next, we mistyped HEOR as 3EOR on line 4 of the program, so we type 4R

to REPLACE line 4. PIRATE responds with the prompt for line 4, and we type in

the correct line. Similarly, we mistyped lines 7 and 8, so we REPLACE those

lines with the correct lines, using two IR I EDIT commands. Trying to REPLACE

line 11. we mistyped the continuation character in column 7. The RUBOUT key was

typed and PIRATE gave another prompt for line 11, so we could enter it correctly.

Now we realize there should be some comments in our program, so we use the

INSERT command. Note that there are three places after the decimal point in the

line numbers, so that it is possible to insert up to 1,999 lines between two

integer numbered lines. 'To insert comments at the beginning of the program,

we type 4.5r. PIRATE prompts us for line 4.5. After we enter line 4.5. PIRATE

prompts us for 1ine 4.51, so that several I ines may be INSERTed at once. Note

that line 4.51 was RUBedOUT, then entered correctly. After inserting the

comments, we type 1111 11 and PIRATE responds with the EDIT prompt, 11#11, again.

Since we are done EDiTing our program we get out of EDIT mode by typing liS"

or IISTOPII
• Some other EDIT commands are:

A - add lines with increment of 1.

e - change characters within a line.

F - find characters within a line.

Information about the use of all the EDIT commands may be found in the documents:

LO-PIRATE and LO-PIRREF.

SUBMITTING A FILE

XMIT is another Pirate command that sends a file to the computer to be

executed. The file must 1l1ook" like a normal card deck including control cards,

prog ram, and data.

To use XMIT you type XMIT (see example) optionally followed by a jobname,

and up to eight fi les .. "The eight fi les will be merged together to form one
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input fi Ie. This lets you "create" and " editll your program on one fi le, your

data on another, and perhaps your control cards on another. After all the

fi les are _merge_d. tQgetl)~r_ th~_.Jol~.rI~~e_ L~ ~p'p_ended to the front (j ust 1ike the

green sequence card that you get when you read in a card deck), and the resulting

file is sent off to be executed like a batch job.

XMIT does a few things to make it easier for you. First of all. you donlt

have to tell it which file to send (if you have only one). XMIT will use the

last file name you gave to any of the Pirate commands. Also you donlt have to

make up a job name every time because XMIT will make one up for you. Another

thing XMIT will do is to include a password card using the password you logged.

This is a good security measure and is highly recommended I Furthermore. it

means that you do not have to provide a password card.

The complete form of the XHIT command is:

+++XHIT. JOBNAME,FILE1 •...• FILEB

After you submit your file, it is desirable to view the output generated

by your program. Pirate has another command, •PREVIEW' which allows you to see

your output before having it ROUTED or COLLECTed. It is easy to use; just

type after the three pluses (+++) • PREVIEW· (see example) followed optionally

with a jobname. If no jobname is specified, then the last job sent to the

computer is PREVIEWed. The COLLECT <jobname> command is also used to display

output at the terminal. Once an output is COLLECTed, the ROUTE command cannot

be used.
(note: for more information on PREVIEW &XMIT see LO-PIRATE or LO-PIRMAC).

+-++XMIT
JOB IlQOIl SENT

+-++PREVI EW

"QOll DAYFILE:

431 UNITS.

(MAX)
FL 10600 WORDS

.11 DOLLARS

10600 WORDS

42100 WORDS

.272 SEC., NL

.000 SEC •• NLex
MNF.
ex .001 SEC., NL 60000 WORDS
-MAX CORE NEEDED (ESTIMATE) ~ 051175B
LGO.
CX
STOP
CP ·.289 SEC •• 10
LINES 18
TC 2 TRACKS USED
CM .040 MWD-SEC ••
ESTIMATED COST



IIQO" OUTPUT:

06/01/74 UNIV OF MINNESOTA FORTRAN
MNF.

PURDUE SIN~E PGM VERSION MO

10

TH IS PROGRAM READS THREE nUM8ERS FROM THE OAT
COMPUTES THE SUM ANn AVERAr.E SF THEM. THE Nil
AND THEIR SUM AND AVERAGE ARE THEN PRINTED.
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
READ,A,B,C
SUH=:::A+B+C
AVE=SUM/3
PRINT lO,A,B,C,SUM,AVE
FORMAT(IX,'FOR THE FOllOWING 3 NUMBERS' ,314,/IX

* [THE SUM lSI ,14, 'THE AVERAGE lSI ,14)

0000008
0000008
0020538
0020558
0020578
0020708

0020708
0020728

CTIME =

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

78MS

C
C
C

STOP
END

PSR lEVEL 02 CORE NEEDED (ESTIMATE) =051175B

o
MNF COMPilATION COMPLETE.

-MAX CORE NEEDED (ESTIMATE) =
#EOR

FOR THE FOllOWING 3 NUMBERS
THE SUM IS 36 THE AVERAGE

#EOR
#EOF

051175B

10 4
IS 12

22

ADD IT IONAl COMMANDS

+++GET,TEST
MAY THE EXISTING LOCAL FILE "TEST" BE DELETED? Y

TEST 48 WORDS

This command gets a file out of PFILES and puts the contents in a local

file of the same name. If there is already a local file of that name, PIRATE

will ask if it may delete the old file before taking action. Type Y or Yes, if OK.

+++PUT ,TEST
TEST 48 WORDS

This command takes a local file (TEST) and puts it into PFILES. Any

permanent file with the same name will be automatically written over, and lost.

+++ ROUTEQ2
QUHQ2 = QUH0293

This command takes the job with the jobname IIQ211 and prints it out on one

of the line printers at the Math-Science Building. The job may be found in
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folder 293 under lIQUH0293 11
• Output may be printed at Enad or Krannert by

specifing:

+++ ROUTE Q2 AT ENAD or AT KRAN

If you want to have .more security for your fi les, see document LO-PIRATE

for information on read and write keys.

DISPLAY,

If you want to see the contents of a local file, you can use the display

command to display the file. The syntax is:

STOP
END

THIS PROGRAM READS THREE NUMBERS FROM THE DATA AND
COMPUTES THE SUM AND AVERAGE OF THEM. THE NUHBERS
AND THEIR SUM AND AVERAGE ARE THEN PRINTED.
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
READ,A.B,C
SUH=A+B+e
AVE=SUM/3
PRINT IO,A,B,C,SUH.AVE
FDRMAT(lX,'·FDR THE FOLLOWING 3 NUMBERS' ,314,/,lX,

* 'THE SUM IS ',14, 'THE AVERAGE IS ·,14)

+++D ISPLAY. TEST
1.000=7720B,QUH.
3.000=MNF.
4.000=#EOR
4.501JaC
4.510=C
4.520=C
5.000=
6.000=
7.000
B.OOO=
9.000

10.000=10
11.000
12.000
13.000
14.000-#EOR
15.000=10,4,22
16.000=#EOR

+++

Various options are available for controlling the number of lines printed and

the format of the display. These options are detailed In the document LO-PIRATE.

Additional Comments

There are many features avai lable to PROCSY users. In this document. we

have tried to Irkeep it simple" and have included only enough to get you started.

If there is further interest. the following documents can be referenced:

LD-PROCSY, LO-PIRATE, LO-PIRREF, LD-PED, LO-ALFIE, LO-MACRDS, LD-PIRMAC,
LD-PFILES.
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